Bluebell Wood Quilt

Designed and made by Sally Ablett

Size: 55" x 57"
Block size: 9½" x 12½"

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS (Bluebell Wood Collection)

DESIGN 1
Fabric 1: 1yd - 1mtr - A126.1 (Morning in bluebell wood)
Fabric 2: ⅜yd - 40cm - A127.3 (Bluebells on green)
Fabric 3: ⅜yd - 40cm - A128.3 (Hedgehog on dark blue)
Fabric 4: ⅜yd - 40cm - A129.1 (Duck egg floral on silhouette)
Fabric 5: ⅜yd - 40cm - A130.1 (Grey fern)
Fabric 6: ¾yd - ¾mtr - BB70 (Bluebell)
Fabric 7: ¾yd - ¾mtr - BB76 (Dusk)
59" x 61" wadding
59" x 61" backing

DESIGN 2
Fabric 1: 1yd - 1mtr - A126.2 (Afternoon in bluebell wood)
Fabric 2: ⅜yd - 40cm - A127.2 (Bluebells on grey)
Fabric 3: ⅜yd - 40cm - A128.1 (Hedgehog on white)
Fabric 4: ⅜yd - 40cm - A129.3 (Nighttime floral on silhouette)
Fabric 5: ⅜yd - 40cm - A130.3 (Grey fern)
Fabric 6: ¾yd - ¾mtr - BB61 (Parchment)
Fabric 7: ¾yd - ¾mtr - BB62 (Grey)
59" x 61" wadding
59" x 61" backing

DESIGN 3
Fabric 1: 1yd - 1mtr - A126.3 (Evening in bluebell wood)
Fabric 2: ⅜yd - 40cm - A127.1 (Bluebells on white)
Fabric 3: ⅜yd - 40cm - A128.2 (Hedgehog on grey)
Fabric 4: ⅜yd - 40cm - A129.2 (Lavender floral on silhouette)
Fabric 5: ⅜yd - 40cm - A130.2 (Khaki fern)
Fabric 6: ¾yd - ¾mtr - BB60 (Grey linen)
Fabric 7: ¾yd - ¾mtr - BB76 (Dusk)
59" x 61" wadding
59" x 61" backing
CUTTING

Look at diagram for which way to cut your fabric strips, some will be the length across and some down the length of the fabric

1. From fabric 1 cut:
   - 20 x 6½" x 9½"

2. From fabric 2 cut:
   - 10 x 3½" x 6½"
   - 10 x 3½" x 3½"

3. From fabric 3 cut:
   - 10 x 3½" x 9½"
   - 10 x 3½" x 3½"

4. From fabric 4 cut:
   - 10 x 3½" x 6½"
   - 10 x 3½" x 3½"

5. From fabric 5 cut:
   - 10 x 3½" x 9½"
   - 10 x 3½" x 3½"

6. From fabric 6 cut:
   - 16 x 1½" x 12½"
   - 15 x 1½" x 9½"
   - 4 x 1½" x 51½ (joint strips together for the length)

7. From fabric 7 cut:
   - 2 x 2½" x 53½" (joint strips together for the length)
   - 2 x 2½" x 55½" (joint strips together for the length)
   - 12 x 1½" x 1½"

MAKING UP BLOCK

Use ¼" seam allowance throughout. Press all seams open unless otherwise noted.

DESIGN 1

Lay out all the pieces required for the block

Start with your squares 3½" x 3½" of fabric 2 and fabric 3. With right sides together draw a diagonally line across the back and sew down this line

Before cutting your seam open to see you have it the right way
The stitch line will be the long line and the short line is the cutting line.

Sew the rectangle to the side panel; next sew your square to the rectangle.
Sew this to the panel; sew ten in total.
Block two will be made up as block one using fabrics 4 and 5.
Again make ten in total.

**MAKING UP OF QUILT**

Lay out all of the blocks as in main diagram.
Number one row will have a strip of sashing in between each block.
The next row will be a sashing row with a small square of fabric 7 in between the sashing strips. Keep going until you have all the rows sewn together.
Sew all the rows together.

**Inner border** sew sides, top and bottom.

**Outer border** sew sides, top and bottom.

**QUILTING**

Sandwich quilt top, wadding and backing together. Quilt by hand or machine as desired. Trim backing and wadding to size.

**BINDING**

Use your favourite method from fabrics 7 to bind the quilt.